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relates to an image pickup apparatus. 2. Description of the Related Art A conventional image pickup apparatus, such as a digital camera and a camcorder, is configured to be operated in two modes
to display a different operation screen in accordance with a kind of operation a user executes. For example, a mode to display an operation screen for selecting an image to be recorded is called a

“replay mode”, and a mode to display an operation screen for indicating a recording start and end points is called a “playback mode”. Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2007-253542
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learning to use an object oriented programming language for the first time and I am having trouble figuring out what to do in the following code snippet class Foo attr_reader :y def initialize x @x = x
@y = :test end def y @y end end p Foo.new(1) # => Foo object p Foo.y # => :test This seems backwards and I am not sure how to access y? A: I guess, you might be confused, what a method is. In
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